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1. Introduction. Given an arbitrary function (p(x) let functions/(x)

and g(x) be defined by the sums:

(1) /(*) = £-<*>(-),
i    n     \n/

^ an     /n\

(2) g(*) = £-<*>(-).
1     x      \x/

In the previous notes I [4] and II [5] it was shown that/and g are

a transform pair; that is,

(3) g(x) =  f   k(xt)f(t)dt

provided an = sin (wn/2) and k(x) =sin (irx/2).

Weinberger [8] treated the case when the coefficients a„ form a

periodic sequence; that is an+q = a„ for some integer q. Making use of

the character theory of Dirichlet 7-functions, he found the conditions

on the a„ so that (3) holds with the kernel (2/q112) cos (2irx/q) or the

kernel (2/q112) sin (2irx/q). (These kernels give self-reciprocal trans-

forms for any value of q.) Weinberger's proofs hold under essentially

the same conditions on (p as given in I.

Boas [l ] made use of Poisson's summation formula to obtain

representation formulae of the type (1) and (2) together with certain

generalizations. In this connection it is of interest to note that the

following Poisson summation formula

GO DO

(4) £ anf(nx) = £ a„g(n/x)/x
i l

is formally implied by (1) and (2). In fact both sides of (4) reduce to

£ J2(°im<xn/n)(t>(mx/n).
The series in (1), (2), and (4) may be regarded as Mobius trans-

forms. It is of interest to apply the Mobius inversion transform. The

canonical form of the Mobius transforms [7] are
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CO

(5) v(x) = £ anu(nx),
1

oo

(6) u(x) = £ fi„v(nx).
i

The constant coefficients an and fin satisfy the algorithm of Mobius,

(7) aifii =1, £ anfim = 0 for k > 1.
nm=k

The series on the left in (4) is seen to be a Mobius transform of type

(5), so formally applying the inversion transform (6) gives

(8) /(*)   =   £— i«ng(—).
i    mx   i \mx/

In I this formula was termed a direct representation of a Fourier

integral as a sum.

The direct representation (8) is justified by Theorem 2, to follow,

provided g(x) is absolutely integrable and certain summability meth-

ods are used. Theorem 3 justifies (8) for the case/(x) is of limited total

variation. These theorems were announced in [3]; the proofs given

here are substantially the same as then presented. In the meantime

independent and interesting analyses of (8) have been given by

Wintner [9] and by Goldberg and Varga [6].

2. A special summation formula. For the purpose of this paper it

is sufficient to assume that an is multiplicative (anam = anm), bounded

(\otn\ <A), and «i = l. It then follows that the Mobius algorithm (7)

is satisfied by fi„=p.n<xn. Here p,n is the Mobius symbol ju„ = 1, —1,

or 0.

Let the symbol 5„ be defined as 5„ = 0 if the integer n contains a

prime factor greater than the ith prime and 8*n = 1 otherwise. A series

£i° cn will be said to be P(rime) summable if £" 8„cn has a limit as

i—> °°.

Lemma 1. Let u(x) be defined for x>0 and let u(x) CLi(l, °°). Then

the series (5) converges a.e. to a function v(x). The series (6) is P sum-

mable a.e. to u(x).

Proof. According to Lemma 4 of I the series (5) converges ab-

solutely almost everywhere. Let x denote a point of absolute con-

vergence. To apply the sieve of Erastosthenes let

Vi(x) = v(x) — a2v(2x),        vt(x) = vi(x) — aiVi(3x),

Vi(x) = vt(x) — asVi(5x), etc.
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Clearly

Vi(x) = «(*) + £ anu(nx)
t

where o£ = 0 if n contains any of the first i primes as a factor; other-

wise ai=«„. Let i—»oo then a\—»0 and since the series is absolutely

convergent it follows that Vi(x)—>u(x). On the other hand it is seen

from the definition of i\-(x) and P„ that

oo

Vi(x) = £ 8nPnv(nx).
1

This proves Lemma 1.

Theorem 1. Let (l+x~1)(p(x)ELi(0, oo) then the series (1) and (2)

converge a.e. and

m i *,(!) - £ */(A
1     MX      \»X/ i       W       \»/

FAcse series are P summable.

Proof. Write (2) in the form g(l/x)/x= £j° an<p(nx). Then it is

seen that Lemma 1 applies with u(x) =(f>(x) so the left side of (9) is

<p(x) for almost all x. If d>(x) =<p(l/x)/x it is clear that (l+x_I)<i>(x)

G7,i(0, oo). Write (1) in the form f(l/x)/x= £f a„$(wx). Thus by

Lemma 1 £f (P„/nx)f(l/nx) =$(x) a.e. This shows that a.e. the

right side of (9) is <p(x) and the proof is complete.

In I, a„ was taken to be sin (wn/2); this makes a„ multiplicative,

bounded, and ai = l. Under the hypothesis (l+x~1)4>(x)ELi(0, <») it

was shown that/ and g are transforms relative to the kernel sin (wx/2)

provided suitable summability methods are used to evaluate (3).

Thus in this sense (9) is a summation formula like that of Poisson.

It is not to be supposed that (9) is generally valid for functions

satisfying (3). A counterexample is furnished by taking f(x) to be

the characteristic function of a closed interval on the positive real

axis. Then the left side of (9) is continuous, but the right side is dis-

continuous. It would be of interest to know if the special summation

formula (9) can be modified so as to obtain general validity.

3. An Li inversion theory. Suppose that g(x) is the transform of

f(x) according to (3) and that g(x)ELi(l, «>). In addition suppose

that Poisson's summation formula (4) holds. Then application of

Lemma 1 proves that the direct representation formula (8) holds

(a.e. with P summability).
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Various conditions for the validity of Poisson's formula are to be

found in the literature [l]. A difficulty is that these conditions are

somewhat restrictive. The procedure to follow avoids this difficulty

by replacing Poisson's formula (4) by a modification easier to justify.

For the sake of clarity attention will now be confined to the case

a„ = 1; this is not essential.

Let/(x) G£i( — oo, oo) then Poisson's integral formula for the upper

half-plane is

(10) /(*, y)=-C ——?--f(t)dt, y > 0.
ir J-„ y2 + (x - t)2

Then/(x, y) may be termed the harmonic continuation of f(x) because

f(x, y) is harmonic and/(x, y)—*f(x) a.e. as y—>0. If f(x) is given only

for x > 0 the (even) harmonic continuation of f(x) is obtained by let-

ting f(-x) =/(x).

Lemma 2. Letf(x)CLi( — oo, oo) and let

(11) g(x) =   J*" e2*<*'f(t) dt.
J -m

Then for y>0

(12) £<r2"l«lg(W) = £/(«, y)
—00 —00

where f(x, y) is the harmonic continuation of f(x). Both series converge

absolutely.

Proof. It is not difficult to derive the following identity

00 l 00 y

-oo ir -oo  y2 + (n — t)2

Clearly both sides converge absolutely and boundedly. Thus it is

possible to interchange summation and integration after multiplying

by f(t) and integrating. This proves the lemma.

Theorem 2. Letf(x)CLi(0, oo) and let g(x) be its transform relative

to the kernel 2 cos 27rx. Then the harmonic continuation of f(x) is given

by

a     a      °° / n \
(13) f(x, y) = £ — £ e-2*v»l™g ( —)

i    mx   i \mx/

where x > 0 and y > 0 and the sum on m is evaluated by P summability.

Moreover f(x, y)—*f(x) a.e. as y—>0.
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Proof. It may be supposed that/ and g are even, so

00 CO

£/(«x, y) = £ e_2",r!'/lg(Mx-1)x-1 + ix-1 + a.

i i

Here a = —f(0, y)/2 and b=g(0)/2. The series on the left is absolutely

convergent so the method of proof of Lemma 1 applies. Since z>i(x)

= v(x) —v(2x) it follows that Vi(x) =0 for v(x) =a. Again if v(x) =bx~1

then lim Vi(x) =bx(l —pf1) where the product is over all primes pj\

this product is known to vanish. These considerations show that the

terms a and bx'1 do not contribute and may be omitted to give

formula (13).

4. A bounded variation theory. The conditions to be assumed now

are quite different than in Theorem 2; moreover, summability meth-

ods are not needed.

Theorem 3. Letf(x) be a normalized function of limited total varia-

tion on the interval (0, oo) and let f vanish at oo. Then for x>0

(14) £   ~ £   (-l)nf(^-\  =   2    f "  COS 2*Xtf(t)dt.
i     2mx    i \2mx/        J0

If the summation on m is multiplied by x it is uniformly convergent.

Proof. A function is said to be normalized if/(x + ) +f(x — )=2f(x).

Then the Riemann-Stieltjes integral may be employed to write

2 £ (-lYf(n) = - f(0+) -   C df+   J*' df-.
l J o+ J1+

Let p(x) be a periodic function of period 2 such that p(x) = 1/2 for

0<x<l, p(x) = -l/2 for Kx<2, and p(0)=p(l)=0. Then

£(-l)"/W = a-f    Pdf-f    pdf-.

Here a= —f(0+)/2. It is convenient to write the sum of these inte-

grals as a single Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Thus

CO n CO

(15) £(-1)"/(w/2mx) = a -  I    P(2nxt)df(t).
1 •' 0

Lemma 3. £* (—p.2n/n)p(nx) converges uniformly to (2/tt) sin irx.

Proof. This is a rather direct consequence of a theory developed

by Davenport  [2]. Davenport was concerned with the series r(x)
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= £f (irn)~l sin 27r«x. It is known that r(x)=l/2 — x ior 0<x<l,

hence p(x) = 2r(x/2) — r(x) = £" (2an/im) sin irnt. Here 2an

= 1 — (— l)n and so fin = —p2n. This shows that the lemma is at least

formally correct.

To complete the proof it is convenient to refer to pp. 319 and 320

of Davenport's paper and to adopt the terminology employed there.

His Theorem 2 states that £f (p,„/«)r(wx) converges uniformly to

(l/ir) sin 27tx. The key results he used in the proof are Theorem 1 and

Lemmas 12, 13, and 14. Analogous theorems and lemmas are now set

up. First it is observed that Lemma 12 holds with fin replacing p.n

merely by replacing q by 2a. The analogy of Theorem 1 with fin re-

placing pn is achieved by noting that

4 £ fineTin* = £ Mn(-eTi"(l+1) + 2e*inx - erin(x-1'>).

Lemma 13 is now proved in the same way, but one less step is neces-

sary since p(x), unlike r(x), is constant at points of continuity. Lemma

14 and Theorem 2 are paraphrased, and the proof of the Lemma 3 is

complete.

Now relation (15) is multiplied by —p2m/2mx and summed. On

the right, summation under the integral sign is permitted because of

the uniform convergence resulting from Lemma 3. It is known that

£" ptn/n = 0, [2]. Thus the right side reduces to —fo(irx)~l sin 2irxt

df(t) and an integration by parts yields (14).
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